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Lintbells the Joint Care for Dogs Specialists - Boosts Investment in Show
Scene at Crufts

The award-winning dog supplements and joint care for dogs specialists -Lintbells is doubling
its commitment to this year’s Crufts as it makes significant investment in the showing world for
2013.

London (PRWEB UK) 25 February 2013 -- The award-winning dog supplements and joint care for dogs
specialists -Lintbells is doubling its commitment to this year’s Crufts as it makes significant investment in the
showing world for 2013.

For the first time, the company, which makes the YUMEGA skin and coat range and the UK’s fastest growing
joint care supplement for dogs, YUMOVE, will have a second trade stand in Hall 2 to complement its usual
central position in Hall 3. Both will be staffed by members of the Lintbells veterinary team to answer questions
from visitors and show exhibitors.

Lintbells Co-founder and Marketing Director John Howie said: “Getting around Crufts to see everything you
want to can be quite a challenge, especially if you are only there for a day and will spend some of that time in
the show ring.

“We’ve taken a second stand in Hall 2 and hope this will make us accessible to more of our established
YUMEGA Club members and introduce us to new customers.”

Crufts has always been an important show for Lintbells, with many of the company’s customers winning at the
very highest levels including CRUFTS Best in Show and Reserve Best in Show winners. In addition to its new
show products YUMEGA ShowDog and YUMEGA Boost, which will be available at the prestigious event for
the first time, the company is also supporting The Kennel Club’s Get Fit with Fido initiative.

John Howie added: “Having launched YUMEGA ShowDog and YUMEGA Boost in December, we have seen
a phenomenal uptake in these two products in preparation for CRUFTS - our production line is barely able to
keep up with demand at the moment! So we’re hopeful that we’ll be able to help many of our customers
become CRUFTS winners again this year!”

Lintbells can be found at Crufts on the new stand in Hall 2 Stand 29 and in Hall 3 Stand 121. The company has
recently been crowned Small Business of the Year at the 2012 Hertfordshire Business Awards. For more
information visit www.lintbells.com
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Contact Information
Scott Muir
Lintbells
http://www.lintbells.com
07801 431100

Scott Muir
Lintbells
http://www.lintbells.com
07801 431100

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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